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Order of the day-Thomas Mann 1942

Letters of Thomas Mann, 1889-1955-Thomas Mann 1990-01-01 "Mann's pivotal role during the Nazi period as perhaps the most eloquent spokesman for the 'other Germany' that lived in exile means that anyone studying the history of our century must begin with him. . . . These letters are literary and cultural documents that have few equals in our age."-James K. Lyon, University of California, San Diego "Mann's pivotal role during the Nazi period as perhaps the most eloquent spokesman for the 'other Germany' that lived in exile means that anyone studying the history of our century must begin with him. . . . These letters are literary and cultural documents that have few equals in our age."-James K. Lyon, University of California, San Diego

Thomas Mann - Agnes E. Meyer-Thomas Mann 1992

Bilaterale Gespräche-Julia Schöll 2006

Thomas Mann's Joseph and His Brothers-William E. McDonald 1999 A study of Mann's novel tetralogy of the 1930s that stresses its relationship to three key essays by Mann.

Thomas Mann's War-Tobias Boes 2019-11-15 In Thomas Mann's War, Tobias Boes traces how the acclaimed and bestselling author became one of America's most prominent anti-fascists and the spokesperson for a German cultural ideal that Nazism had perverted. Thomas Mann, winner of the 1929 Nobel Prize in literature and author of such world-renowned novels as Buddenbrooks and The Magic Mountain, began his self-imposed exile in the United States in 1938, having fled his native Germany in the wake of Nazi persecution and public burnings of his books. Mann embraced his role as a public intellectual, deftly using his literary reputation and his connections in an increasingly global publishing industry to refute Nazi propaganda. As Boes shows, Mann undertook successful lecture tours of the country and penned widely-read articles that alerted US audiences and readers to the dangers of complacency in the face of Nazism's existential threat. Spanning four decades, from the eve of World War I, when Mann was first translated into English, to 1952, the year in which he left an America increasingly disfigured by McCarthyism, Boes establishes Mann as a significant figure in the wartime global republic of letters.

Order of the Day-Thomas Mann 1942
Schoenberg’s New World: Sabine Feist 2011-03-10 Arnold Schoenberg was a polarizing figure in twentieth century music, and his works and ideas have had considerable and lasting impact on Western musical life. A refugee from Nazi Europe, he spent an important part of his creative life in the United States (1933-1951), where he produced a rich variety of works and distinguished himself as an influential teacher. However, while his European career has received much scholarly attention, surprisingly little has been written about the genesis and context of his works composed in America, his interactions with Americans and other émigrés, and the substantial, complex, and fascinating performance and reception history of his music in this country. Author Sabine Feist illuminates Schoenberg’s legacy and sheds a corrective light on a variety of myths about his sojourn. Looking at the first American performances of his works and the dissemination of his ideas among American composers in the 1930s, 1920s and early 1930s, she convincingly debunks the myths surrounding Schoenberg’s alleged isolation in the US. Whereas most previous accounts of his time in the US have portrayed him as unwilling to adapt to American culture, this book presents a more nuanced picture, revealing a Schoenberg who came to terms with his various national identities in his life and work. Feist dispels lingering negative impressions about Schoenberg’s teaching style by focusing on his methods themselves as well as on his powerful influence on such well-known students as John Cage, Lou Harrison, and Dika Newlin. Schoenberg’s influence is not limited to those who followed immediately in his footsteps—a wide range of composers, from Stravinsky adherents to experimentalists to jazz and film composers, were equally indebted to Schoenberg, as were key figures in music theory like Milton Babbitt and David Lewin. In sum, Schoenberg’s New World contributes to a new understanding of one of the most important pioneers of modernist modernism.

Notable American Women: Barbara Siember 1980 Over 400 entries review the lives and careers of outstanding women who died between 1951 and 1975, presenting basic data on ancestry, education, and marital status

Exile, Science and Bildung: D. Kettler 2016-09-23 The history of American universities is punctuated by shifts in the terms in which the mission of higher education is defined and debated. A dramatic moment with lasting effects came with the introduction of German-speaking exile intellectuals in the Hitler era. In Germany, the academic culture of the early twentieth century was torn by the struggle between Wissenschaft and Bildung, two symbolic German terms, whose lack of precise English equivalents is a sign of the different configuration in America. The study examines the achievements of numerous influential émigrés intellectuals against the background of their mediation between the two cultural traditions in science and liberal studies. In showing the richness of reciprocal influences, the book challenges claims about the disruptive influence of exile culture on the American mind.

Thomas Mann in English: David Horton 2013-04-11 Thomas Mann owes his place in world literature to the dissemination of his works through translation. Indeed, it was the monumental success of the original English translations that earned him the title of ‘the greatest living man of letters’ during his years in American exile (1938-52). This book provides the first systematic exploration of the English versions, illustrating the vicissitudes of literary translation through a principled discussion of a major author. The study illuminates the contexts in which the translations were produced before exploring the transformations Mann’s work has undergone in the process of transfer. An exemplary analysis of selected textual dimensions demonstrates the multiplicity of factors which impinge upon literary translation, leading far beyond the traditional preoccupation with issues of equivalence. Thomas Mann in English thus fills a gap both in translation studies, where Thomas Mann serves as a constant but ill-defined point of reference, and in literary studies, which has focused increasingly on the author’s wider reception.


Face of Research on European Social Development: Arno Heimpeter 2006 Social work in Europe is in motion. Both empirical and analytical approaches to research describe the status quo, while also outlining perspectives. Community work is increasingly supplementing social services, the civil society in its sensitive relationship to state and economy is acting as multiple carrier of social performance, and the professionalisation of social work is witnessing a dramatic expansion. Inputs from various European countries show a diversity of strategies.

Letters of Heinrich and Thomas Mann, 1900-1949: Thomas Mann 1998-01-01 Presents the correspondence of Thomas and Heinrich Mann

Exile In Paradise: German Refugee Artists and Intellectuals in America from the 1930s to the Present: Anthony Heilbut 2019-08-16 The fascinating story of émigré intellectuals, writers, artists, scientists, movie directors, and scholars — including Bertolt Brecht, Theodor Adorno, Albert Einstein, Hannah Arendt, Thomas Mann, Arnold Schoenberg, George Grosz, Erik Erikson, Billy Wilder and Fritz Lang — who fled Nazi Germany and changed America. Heilbut provides a vivid narrative of how they viewed their new country and how America reacted to their arrival as the atom bomb was being developed, the Cold War and McCarthyism were underway, and Hollywood dominated movemaking. “Still the best book on the topic.” — Philip Lopate, The New York Times Book Review “Insightful ... valuable and stimulating ... For some readers, especially the children of generations of émigrés, the book will provide a background to their most basic intellectual assumptions.” — Christopher Lehmann-Haupt, The New York Times “From one page to the next, the book transcends its stated purpose of providing a link between the history of the German-Jewish immigrants and their staggering cultural achievements to acquire the dimensions of that mysterious reality which even a Breslauan cannot hope to define: a work of art.” — Marcel Ophuls, American Film Magazine “The story of these refugees has finally found its singular and single voice; it is that of Anthony Heilbut, himself the son of exiles... He is a master at weaving this story into something more than a panorama about foreigners. It is a way of revealing to Americans themselves what their country really is like.” — Ariel Dorfman, The Washington Post “Anthony Heilbut has exercised impressive scholarship, and even a touch of poetry, to get to the heart of this diaspora.” — Time

Weimar in Exile: Jean-Michel Palmir 2006 Traces the 1930s flight of German intellectuals, artists, militants, and other opponents of the Nazi regime, discussing how their works reflected their resistance to oppression as well as the rise of national socialism and their return to ruined homes, in a collective portrait that includes profiles of such figures as Walter Benjamin, Heinrich Mann, and Anna Seghers.

Understanding Thomas Mann: Hannelore Mundt 2004 Understanding Thomas Mann offers a comprehensive guide to the novels, short stories, novellas, and nonfiction of one of the most renowned and prolific German authors. In close readings, Hannelore Mundt illustrates how Mann’s masterly prose captures both his time and the complexities of human existence with a unique blend of humor, compassion, irony, and ambiguity.

Bluebeard’s Chamber: Michael Maar 2013-03-19 Over the last twenty years, much critical discussion of Thomas Mann has highlighted his homosexuality. This not only is presented as a dynamic underlying Mann’s creative work, but also is the supposed reason for the theme of guilt and redemption that grew ever stronger in Mann’s fiction, and for his panic in 1933 that his early diaries would fall into the hands of his mother. Maar mounts a devastating forensic challenge to this consensus: Mann was remarkably open about his sexual orientation, which he saw as no impression about Schoenberg’s teaching style by focusing on his methods themselves as well as on his powerful influence on such well-known students as John Cage, Lou Harrison, and Dika Newlin. Schoenberg’s influence is not limited to those who followed immediately in his footsteps—a wide range of composers, from Stravinsky adherents to experimentalists to jazz and film composers, were equally indebted to Schoenberg, as were key figures in music theory like Milton Babbitt and David Lewin. In sum, Schoenberg’s New World contributes to a new understanding of one of the most important pioneers of modernist modernism.

A Companion to the Works of Thomas Mann: Herbert Lehnmert 2004 Sixteen new, carefully focused essays on the prose works of one of the greatest writers of modernity.

Embellished Dreams: Kevin Starr 2003-09-11 This volume deals with the years of World War II and after. In the 1940s California changed from a regional centre into the dominant economic, social and cultural force it has been in America ever since.

Aldous Huxley: Donald Watt 2013-09-05 This set comprises forty volumes covering nineteenth and twentieth century European and American authors. These volumes will be available as a complete set, mini boxed sets (by theme) or as individual volumes. This second set complements the first sixty-eight volume set of Critical Heritage published by Routledge in October 1995.

Music for the Superman: David Huckvale 2017-06-09 Friedrich Nietzsche regarded himself as the most musical philosopher—he played the piano, wrote his own compositions and espoused a philosophy encouraging all to dance for joy. Central to his life and his ideas were the music and personality of Richard Wagner, whom he both loved and loathed at different times of his life. Nietzsche had considerable influence on composers, many of whom employed Wagnerian sonorities to set his words and respond to his ideas. This book explores Nietzsche’s relationship with Wagner, the influence of his writings on the music of Strauss, Mahler, Delius, Scriabin, Busoni and others, his place in Thomas Mann’s critique of German Romantic music in the novel Doctor Faustus and his impact on 20th-century popular music.

Was the Real Thomas Mann an Antisemite?: Alexander Raviv 2007 No, we certainly do not forget Thomas Mann’s manifestations of friendship for Jews and Judaism, which we can find in Thomas Mann’s “non-fictional writings” (in fact these were originally interviews, lectures, speeches, radio broadcasts). And yet, the Jewish characters in Thomas Mann’s novels are there, in their inexorable negativity, a negativity cutting across everything: the different periods in Thomas Mann’s writing career, the themes of the novels in which they appear, the changes in Thomas Mann’s political convictions, the historical events of the 20th century.

Main Currents in American Criticism of Thomas Mann: Herman Ramras 1949

The Modern Revival of Gnosticism and Thomas Mann’s Doktor Faustus: Kirsten J. Grimstad 2002 This study explores the reappearance of Gnostic themes across the landscape of European literature and thought and in major works by Thomas Mann.

The Fortunes of German Writers in America: University of South Carolina 1992 This book says much about the history of German-American literary relations, & provides interesting sidelights on the history of the United States.

Brecht and Company: John Fuegi 2002 A study of one of the world’s top theater artists is based on twenty-five years of research and considers his relationships with the people upon whom he built his reputation, citing his genius for assembling and directing plays, his lack of literary stamina, and his dependence on his lovers. Reprint.
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